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This paper presents the activities of the theme C "medical information systems and databases" in the GDR Stic Santé. Six one-day workshops have been organized during the period 2011–2012. They were devoted to 1) sharing anatomical and physiological object models for simulation of clinical medical images, 2) advantages and limitations of datawarehouse for biological data, 3) medical information engineering, 4) systems for sharing medical images for research, 5) knowledge engineering for semantic interoperability in e-health applications, and 6) using context in health. In the future, our activities will continue with a specific interest on information systems for translational medicine and the role of electronic healthcare reports in decision-making. Workshops with other research groups will be organized in particular with the e-health research group.

1. Aims

The research theme “medical information systems and databases” is dedicated to the development of information systems in the areas of health research. It aims at developing active collaborations between researchers in this area, including other partners, such as health actors and developing relationships with industrial partners.

Medical information is complex and multimodal, it integrates free texts as well as codes or images for instance, it corresponds to data acquired during a patient examination (biology, imaging, etc.), but also to knowledge (case databases, statistical models, or symbolic models), it occurs in multiple resources such as medical records including patient records, DMP (a French national personnel patient record), or in large databases such as medical registries and experimental databases, in literature, in terminologies and ontologies, or in good practice guidelines.

Information processing plays an important role in healthcare activities and in biomedical research. The coverage of the field is large, extending from computerized prescription and computerized patient records to systems accelerating the exploitation of new results from research and reducing errors. The role of medical information systems is therefore not only to provide information storage and access but also to process information.

Information systems combine multiple, distributed and heterogeneous components and their development raises major issues concerning, among other things:

- integration of heterogeneous data and semantic interoperability, international norms such as HL7 or CEN TC 251, national interoperability framework for health information systems have to be integrated in this research area;
- quality of medical data storage and accessibility, data processing, conceptuals datamodels, semantic datawarehouses, ontologies and medical terminologies are proposed [1];
- knowledge extraction, information retrieval, use of context are some of the open challenges [2,3]. Quality indicators as well as assessment of medical practices could emerge from this stage;
- development of decision support systems [4], whose knowledge could emerge from data mining for instance. The computerisation of guidelines is very challenging;
• and finally the development of translational research that aims to develop innovative solutions to integrate biomedical data from heterogeneous sources, but inherently different and thus facilitate direct links between basic research and patient care.

The activities of the research group “medical information systems and database” aims to boost exchanges between the different communities involved in the design, production, distribution and use of medical information systems and could facilitate the response to different research calls such as the French ANR ones.

2. Results for the period 2011–2012

During the last period, six scientific workshops were organized: four of them were completely promoted by the theme, two of them were supported by the theme and linked to other manifestations.

25/01/2011: the first scientific meeting day was devoted to sharing anatomical and physiological object models for simulation of clinical medical images. It was held in Paris, Maison de la Recherche and organized by I. Buvat, T. Glatard and D. Friboulet. The purpose of the day was to provide some answers to share simulation models for medical image, gathering complementary points of view on the issue and including users of such simulators pictures, designers of such simulators and specialists in each modality, specialists in knowledge representation and in the representation of physiological knowledge or physical tissues and organs studied.

16/03/2011: the second meeting advantages and limitations of datawarehous of biological data was proposed to bring together researchers and engineers in the fields of biology and computer (both producers and users of data) to examine the issues of the preservation and reuse of experimental data. It was held in Paris, Centre de Recherche des Cordeliers (CRC) and organized by G. Barlovatz-Meimon and M.C. Jaulent.

9–10/06/2011: the third one was involved in supporting the symposium on medical information engineering. It was held in Toulouse, IRIT-UPS and organized by L. Tamine, S. Darmoni and L. Soualmia. It discusses the issues related to modeling, structuring, extraction, search, for all types of information: structured form of data, or semi- or unstructured form of text, picture, sound.

19/12/2011: the fourth scientific meeting day was about systems for sharing medical images for research. It was held in Villejuif, Institut Gustave-Roussy and organized by B. Gibaud and E. Micard. It aims to review the availability and maturity of the proposed solutions. The issues to be discussed include: the functionalities of such systems, analyses of the specificities compared to the PACS and study of the interoperability with hospital PACS-Semantics shared data.

26/06/2012: the fifth day knowledge engineering for semantic interoperability in e-health applications was proposed during the Ingénierie des connaissances – knowledge engineering (IC) annual meeting held in Paris, CRC. It was organized by M.C. Jaulent and L. Soualmia. The objective of the workshop was to bring together knowledge engineering and resources for semantic interoperability in health (sharing and reuse), and present it in various ways: their construction, evaluation, languages and standards to represent them.

27/09/2012: the sixth day was on using context in health. It was held in Paris, CRC and organized by N. Souf and M.C. Jaulent. It aims to compare the experiences of researchers, industrial or healthcare professionals faced with a problem of taking into account contextual aspects in the use of health information systems. Some issues are anticipated: the elicitation of interesting contexts [5], the integration of context information in mobile usage, the use of contextual information for research, the use of context for decision support systems.

3. Future plans (work in progress)

In the future, our activities will continue on semantic interoperability for medical information systems. We will develop our researches with a specific interest on information systems for translational medicine, the role of electronic healthcare reports in decision-making and the use of context in medical applications. Workshops with other research groups will be organized in particular with the e-health research group.
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